It's not a story in which the son is going off to college or whatever . . . or in which, uh . . . there are no automobiles in it. No automobile worship. or anything that depends on-or the family try to raise their children comfortably. things like that. No refrigerators. No refrigerator worship . . . the values depicted in the film are not especially a set of people achieving financial status in some way or other-which is basically what commercial film would depict. for instance, a story about a widow clinging to a home or all of these plots really have at their basis property in one way or another, clinging to property, attaining property. I don't think that you can think of a commercial film that didn't have at its basis the-uh-subject of landlordism.
2
Smith thus offers a political reading of the narrative and visual aspects of his seminal underground film, which is rarely described in such terms. than a mere "hatred of capitalism." 4 the subject of landlordism very likely became part of Smith's aesthetic agenda as a result of his difficulties paying rent for his various Manhattan lofts and apartments. But the financial, emotional, and psychological burden of regular rent payments can hardly be reduced to an individual problem. for Smith, "landlordism" is the ultimate evil, "the one problem," he explains to a seemingly unconvinced kubelka, "that's crushing life everywhere in the world."
Smith is certainly most famous for that cinematic burst of aesthetic innovation and sexual and gender transgression known as Flaming Creatures. Critic and Smith specialist J. hoberman maintains, "had Jack Smith produced nothing other than this amazing artifice, he would still rank among the great visionaries of American film." 5 fortunately, and despite his chaotic lifestyle, from the mid-1950s until his death in 1989 from the complications of AIdS, Smith made a great deal of additional work, including films, photos, performances, collages, drawings, costumes, audio recordings, and written texts. over slightly more than three decades, Smith worked with and influenced some of the most significant figures in the postwar American avant-garde in film, music, theater, and performance-for example, tony Conrad, Beverly grant, ken Jacobs, Charles Ludlam, Angus MacLise, Judith Malina, Mario Montez, Ronald tavel, Carmelita tropicana, Andy Warhol, Robert Wilson, LaMonte young, Marian Zazeela, and John Zorn.
Initially, Smith's work was not inspired by an anticapitalist critique. As he explains to kubelka, Flaming Creatures emerged simply from a desire to film "all the funniest stuff he could think of" and to represent "different ideas of glamor." 6 It was in the early 1970s that Smith became increasingly focused on the difficulties of negotiating a world dominated by capital and motivated by profit. "A year ago," he tells kubelka in early 1973, I made a very strong conscious effort to make a play that dealt with the subject of landlordism. I tried to rewrite the hamlet story so that it was a family of landlords instead of royalty. this was called Hamlet in the Rented World. I got the play ready. It was mostly produced. And then I was evicted from my studio, so the play was never done as a play. But since then I've made a movie of some of it. 7 Hamlet was not the only classic play that Smith subjected to his own brand of landlordist critique. 
Jack Smith's work, however strange, queer, utopian, exotic, or tropicalist it may appear, does not exist beyond a rented world. By engaging with, watching, studying, or experiencing it, however, we may very well discover essential political and aesthetic resources for seriously, yet humorously and joyously, critiquing the landlordism that continues to crush life everywhere in the rented world. * * * Most of the essays in this issue were initially presented as lectures and discussions at two events that I co-organized. In March 2009, actress Susanne Sachsse, film curator and codirector of the Arsenal Institute for film and Video Art Stefanie Schulte Strathaus, and I invited over fifty artists and scholars from around the world to Berlin to watch and discuss Jack Smith's films, which had recently been deposited at the Arsenal by the Plaster foundation. 9 Six months later, we organized a festival showcasing the results of the original participants' research, lIVE FIlM! JACK SMItH! Five Flaming Days in a Rented World. throughout this two-part event, copresented by hAU/hebbel am Ufer theater, we worked closely with filmmaker Jerry tartaglia, who restored the films. the essays by Callie Angell, diedrich diederichsen, Juan A. Suárez, and José esteban Muñoz came directly out of this event. Ann Reynolds and dominic Johnson participated in lIVE FIlM! but their work in this issue represents significantly altered contributions.
In the wake of the Jack Smith event, Susanne Sachsse and I decided to stage a festival exploring the contemporary relevance of the term camp to describe a range of queer performance and artistic practices, from taylor Mead and holly Woodlawn to Narcissister, Vaginal davis, and hélio oiticica. Camp/Anti-Camp: A Queer Guide to Everyday life took place in Berlin in 2012 and included a festival focus on oiticica's suggestive notion of "tropicamp" that was curated by Max Jorge hinderer Cruz. 10 Juliane Rebentisch first delivered her essay "Camp Materialism" as a lecture at Camp/Anti-Camp.
11 during this event, I had the pleasure of meeting philosopher and former Smith collaborator John Matturri, from whom I solicited the extended version of his reflections on Smith. the section of Interviews/Archival Materials about Smith's collaborators and contemporaries attempts to situate his work within a wider artistic and cultural context.
Soon after lIVE FIlM! Jonathan flatley, then editor of Criticism, asked me to guest-edit a special issue on Jack Smith. Many thanks to Jonathan, who helped me conceive this project and who remained dedicated to it over the past four years, even after he stepped down as editor. 2. In my transcription of this audio recording, I have chosen to retain the mannerisms, the "uh"s, characteristic of Smith's speech, in the hopes of allowing their interruptive presence in the written text to gesture towards the dramatic pauses that structure Smith's process of expressing himself.
